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Ms. Chairwoman, Ranking member and members of the House
Science Committee, thank you for the opportunity to speak at
today’s hearing. I am a pulmonary and critical care physician and
assistant professor of medicine at Harvard Medical School, where I
treat patients with lung disease, and investigate the effects of air
pollution on lung health. I am speaking today on behalf of the
American Thoracic Society (ATS). We are a 16,000-member
medical professional organization of physicians, researchers,
nurses, respiratory therapists and allied health professionals
dedicated to the prevention, detection, treatment, cure and research
of respiratory disease and critical illness. Our members treat
patients whose illnesses were caused or worsened by air pollution,
including patients with lung disease like asthma, cystic fibrosis or
COPD, and critical illnesses like pneumonia. Our members are also
engaged in basic, human, clinical and epidemiological research
studies on the health effects of air pollution. We have serious
concerns about the EPA’s proposed rule called “Strengthening
Transparency in Regulatory Science,” and what it means for our
patients who are especially susceptible to the harmful effects of air
pollution.
The proposed rule requires that the EPA make publicly available the
underlying data from “pivotal regulatory science” studies that the
agency relies on to establish major regulatory policy - including
standards, exposure thresholds, and dose-response relationships.
Our major objection to this rule is that by excluding studies
whose underlying data cannot be shared in a public database
(e.g. due to study participant privacy concerns), this rule would
effectively block the use of most epidemiological research
studies from EPA rule-making. Instead of promoting transparency
in regulatory science, this rule would decrease transparency, by
giving the EPA administrator unchecked authority to pick and
choose which research studies will inform policies that affect the

health of the U.S. population. The ATS strongly favors transparency in research, and I will
outline some of the ways in which the NIH and scientific community are promoting
transparency and replication of research while protecting the privacy of research participants.
Our key take-away points about this obstructionist and potentially harmful EPA rule are
summarized below:
1. Under the rule, EPA would disregard studies of how pollution affects the health
of children and adults
This rule introduces a barrier that will exclude from EPA consideration any studies whose
underlying data cannot be shared with the public. While studies that expose laboratory
animals to pollution may be able to meet this demand, many studies of how pollution exposure
affects risk of death and disease among real people (i.e. epidemiological studies) will not be
able to meet the demand of public data-sharing. Sharing data about diagnoses, hospitalization
or death, and address information about the home, school and work locations of study
participants is not always feasible, because the privacy of study participants must be
protected. Before a health study of children or adults can even begin, investigators must
complete a rigorous review by an Institutional Review Board to ensure that the risks to study
participants, including risks to privacy, are minimized. As part of its review, the Institutional
Review Board carefully scrutinizes the consent form that study participants sign before joining
a study, to ensure the form details how participants’ private data might be shared, and what
safeguards will remain in place to protect their privacy after study completion. This new rule
would prevent most research about health effects of pollution in the real world from informing
EPA policy, because the underlying data about the participants of these health studies cannot
be shared with the public.
Ignoring medical research in regulatory decision-making is the opposite of progress, and is not
in the interest of human health. As a doctor, I would do my patients a disservice if I ignored
the best available evidence to guide my decisions. Medical guidelines are based on the weight
of the evidence, which emerges from multiple peer-reviewed scientific studies, not just one
study. It would be malpractice for a doctor to apply such a “transparency” standard, as
proposed for the EPA, to the care of patients, because it would involve ignoring large portions
of the scientific literature. Such a standard would lead to misinformed treatment decisions, like
offering drugs that have been found to be unsafe, and may deny patients the best treatments
that modern medicine offers today. Patients would suffer if the medical community ignored
scientific evidence to guide therapy. The same would be true if the EPA ignored evidence in
making decisions about air quality and other environmental standards that affect the health of
children and adults living in the United States.
2. The proposed rule could jeopardize confidential information about study
participants
The proposed rule states that the EPA will apply the tools and methods developed by other
Federal agencies to de-identify private information. The rule cites a Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) document as an example of how data can be de-identified to protect

confidential patient information.1 However, the very HHS guidance that EPA references notes
that de-identification does not fully protect patient information, stating:
“Both methods, even when properly applied, yield de-identified data that retains some risk of
identification. Although the risk is very small, it is not zero, and there is a possibility that deidentified data could be linked back to the identity of the patient to which it corresponds.”
I have included the full print out of the HHS guidance – with the above text highlighted – with
my statement. In environmental health research, which often involves information about
location, it may be especially easy to re-identify study participants. A recent (2017) study by
Sweeney and colleagues took the HIPAA-compliant de-identified data from an air pollution
epidemiology study, and using other publicly available data sets and commercially available
computer programs, successfully re-identified 25% of study participants.2 Even the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services requires researchers who use Medicare information to report
only summary information across large numbers of people to ensure that individual people
cannot be identified. A recent publication in Nature Communications strongly challenges the
“de-identification release-and-forget” approach, finding that nearly 99.98% of Americans could
be re-identified with just 15 demographic variables.3
EPA’s proposal to make the underlying data of policy-relevant studies fully available to the
public in de-identified form risks disseminating the sensitive information about health problems,
deaths and addresses of study participants. The long-term consequences of such a data
breach could be devastating, not only for the study participants whose private health
information is leaked, but also for the future of environmental health research. Imagine how
such a breach would affect anyone’s willingness to participate in an environmental health
research study in the future.
3. Multiple mechanisms and safeguards promote research transparency and datasharing
The ATS supports efforts by the NIH to fund and promote transparency in health research,
including environmental health research. Major funding sources including the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the U.S. EPA require scientists to establish a data sharing plan
as part of the scientific granting process. Major journals that publish research on how pollution
affects health, including Lancet, the Journal of the American Medical Association, the New
England Journal of Medicine, and others require researchers to specify a mechanism for
sharing data as part of their manuscript submission. To be clear, these data sharing plans are
intended to facilitate data sharing within the scientific community – i.e. from one scientist to
another—to facilitate replication of findings, or pooling of data from multiple studies. The
receiving scientist must demonstrate that he/she has skills, resources and safeguards to
appropriately use and protect the data. When research data is shared, a data use agreement
is usually signed by both institutions to guarantee those safeguards are in place.
In addition, there are multiple data repositories for NIH-funded research in which de-identified
data is deposited under NIH policy. For these NIH-designed data repositories, the informed

consent signed by study participants when they joined the study determines if the data is
appropriate for the NIH repository, and whether the data should be available through
unrestricted (public) or controlled access (e.g. for scientists with safeguards in place).
The proposed EPA rule does not fund a mechanism for improving scientific transparency.
Rather, it creates an obstructive mechanism (a process barrier) by which environmental health
research, especially epidemiologic research that cannot be fully de-identified or publicly
shared, can be excluded by EPA in its rulemaking.
4. An independent EPA-funded resource already exists to resolve scientific disputes
The Health Effects Institute (HEI) is a research group funded equally by the motor vehicle
industry and the U.S. EPA that has played a key role in resolving disputes about pivotal
environmental health research that informs EPA regulation. For example, in July of 2000, the
HEI conducted a re-analysis of two early air pollution studies: the Harvard Six Cities Study and
the American Cancer Society Study, on the link between particulate matter pollution and
mortality. The re-analysis was conducted by a team of independent scientists, and overseen
by a broad board of stakeholders, and confirmed the findings of the original studies.4 In
addition, to assess differences in industry versus academic/NCI analyses regarding risk
estimates for diesel exhaust as a carcinogen, HEI held a public workshop and convened an
independent panel of scientists. HEI then issued a report verifying the original findings in that
scientific controversy, too.5 These past interventions by HEI to independently verify the data
analysis for studies on controversial scientific issues provide a generalizable model to address
the challenge of privacy vs. transparency in evaluating scientific research directly relevant to
the regulatory process. Using the HEI to vet such key results is a practical and proven
approach to address concerns raised about transparency, without compromising health data
privacy of study participants.
5. The rule follows a familiar script for how industry can discredit sound scientific
findings
What EPA is proposing comes straight out of the playbook of the tobacco industry and its
attempts to discredit research findings that link environmental tobacco smoke exposure to
health problems. I have included an internal tobacco industry memo,6 authored by tobacco
lawyer Chris Horner in 1996, that describes in detail the steps that can be taken to discredit
scientific information. These steps included the construction of “explicit procedural hurdles the
Agency must follow” and to address “process as opposed to scientific substance.” The memo
used the same terms of “transparency,” “sound science” and calls for “reproducible” science the language that the EPA is now using in its proposed rule. The goal of this strategy, as
described by Mr. Horner, was to help RJ Reynolds avoid having to “undo the (EPA) Agency’s
work” “after-the-fact.” Mr. Horner served on the EPA transition team.
Soon after the date of that memo to RJ Reynolds, congressional efforts were underway to
mandate the release of environmental health research data to the public. I have enclosed a
manuscript by ATS member Dr. George Thurston,7 published in 1998 and still as relevant

today as it was 20 years ago, in which he articulates the risks of public release of
environmental health data, and provides historical examples of what can happen when vested
interests analyze health data to achieve corporate aims. In one example, consultants for the
RJ Reynolds Company used a Georgia state law to access raw research data to discredit
study findings by Dr. Paul Fischer, which concluded that the use of cartoon characters (such
as ”Joe Camel”) appealed to children. RJ Reynolds even went as far as to request the
telephone numbers of children who participated in the study. While Dr. Fischer’s research was
later validated by others (and RJ Reynolds later admitted targeting children in advertising), Dr.
Fischer abandoned his research career as a result of the attacks he endured. The EPA rule
would deliver sensitive environmental health research data straight to the potentially
misleading manipulations of vested interests. Special interest groups, who may not like the
conclusions of health studies about health risks of pollution and chemicals, will be free to
report their alternative findings without peer review, and without having to demonstrate they
have the skills and resources to appropriately analyze and interpret the data in an unbiased
manner.
6. The proposed rule gives unchecked discretion to the EPA Administrator.
The proposed rule includes a provision allowing the Administrator to “exempt significant
regulatory decisions on a case-by-case basis.” The ATS is concerned that delegating the
discretionary authority solely to the Administrator would grant excessive authority to one
person without accountability to the public. Allowing the Administrator to pick research in this
way is secretive, and flies in the face of any transparent ethical process.
Conclusion
In summary, this rule does not improve on existing measures to enhance the transparency of
environmental health research, and instead would function as a roadblock against the use of
epidemiologic research in EPA rule-making. This misguided rule, if implemented, would lead
EPA to make decisions based on incomplete information. Our patients with lung disease, and
all Americans, depend on the EPA to make well-informed decisions—based on the best
available evidence—to set environmental standards that protect their health.
On behalf of the ATS, I greatly appreciate the Committee’s attention to this important scientific
issue. I would strongly urge this Committee and Congress to ensure that EPA uses the weight
of the evidence in its policy-setting decisions, and to prevent EPA from adopting process rules
that block peer-reviewed research from being considered. I look forward to answering your
questions.

Mary B. Rice, MD MPH
Chair, ATS Environmental Health Policy Committee
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U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

Health Information Privacy

Guidance Regarding Methods for De-identification of Protected Health
Information in Accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule
This page provides guidance about methods and approaches to achieve de-identification in accordance
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) Privacy Rule. The guidance
explains and answers questions regarding the two methods that can be used to satisfy the Privacy Rule’s
de-identification standard: Expert Determination and Safe Harbor1. This guidance is intended to assist
covered entities to understand what is de-identification, the general process by which de-identified
information is created, and the options available for performing de-identification.
In developing this guidance, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) solicited input from stakeholders with
practical, technical and policy experience in de-identification. OCR convened stakeholders at a workshop
consisting of multiple panel sessions held March 8-9, 2010, in Washington, DC. Each panel addressed a
specific topic related to the Privacy Rule’s de-identification methodologies and policies. The workshop was
open to the public and each panel was followed by a question and answer period.

Read more on

the Workshop on the HIPAA Privacy Rule's De-Identification Standard. Read the Full Guidance - PDF.

General
1.1 Protected Health Information
1.2 Covered Entities, Business Associates, and PHI
1.3 De-identification and its Rationale
1.4 The De-identification Standard
1.5 Preparation for De-identification

Guidance on Satisfying the Expert Determination Method

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/special-topics/de-identification/index.html#standard
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2.1 Have expert determinations been applied outside of the health field?
2.2 Who is an “expert?”
2.3 What is an acceptable level of identification risk for an expert determination?
2.4 How long is an expert determination valid for a given data set?
2.5 Can an expert derive multiple solutions from the same data set for a recipient?
2.6 How do experts assess the risk of identification of information?
2.7 What are the approaches by which an expert assesses the risk that health information can be identified?
2.8 What are the approaches by which an expert mitigates the risk of identification of an individual in health
information?
2.9 Can an Expert determine a code derived from PHI is de-identified?
2.10 Must a covered entity use a data use agreement when sharing de-identified data to satisfy the Expert
Determination Method?

Guidance on Satisfying the Safe Harbor Method
3.1 When can ZIP codes be included in de-identified information?
3.2 May parts or derivatives of any of the listed identifiers be disclosed consistent with the Safe Harbor Method?
3.3 What are examples of dates that are not permitted according to the Safe Harbor Method?
3.4 Can dates associated with test measures for a patient be reported in accordance with Safe Harbor?
3.5 What constitutes “any other unique identifying number, characteristic, or code” with respect to the Safe Harbor
method of the Privacy Rule?
3.6 What is “actual knowledge” that the remaining information could be used either alone or in combination with
other information to identify an individual who is a subject of the information?
3.7 If a covered entity knows of specific studies about methods to re-identify health information or use de-identified
health information alone or in combination with other information to identify an individual, does this necessarily mean
a covered entity has actual knowledge under the Safe Harbor method?
3.8 Must a covered entity suppress all personal names, such as physician names, from health information for it to be
designated as de-identified?
3.9 Must a covered entity use a data use agreement when sharing de-identified data to satisfy the Safe Harbor
Method?
3.10 Must a covered entity remove protected health information from free text fields to satisfy the Safe Harbor
Method?

Glossary of Terms

Protected Health Information
The HIPAA Privacy Rule protects most “individually identifiable health information” held or transmitted by a
covered entity or its business associate, in any form or medium, whether electronic, on paper, or oral. The
Privacy Rule calls this information protected health information (PHI)2. Protected health information is
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/special-topics/de-identification/index.html#standard
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information, including demographic information, which relates to:
the individual’s past, present, or future physical or mental health or condition,
the provision of health care to the individual, or
the past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to the individual, and that identifies
the individual or for which there is a reasonable basis to believe can be used to identify the individual.
Protected health information includes many common identifiers (e.g., name, address, birth date, Social
Security Number) when they can be associated with the health information listed above.
For example, a medical record, laboratory report, or hospital bill would be PHI because each document
would contain a patient’s name and/or other identifying information associated with the health data
content.
By contrast, a health plan report that only noted the average age of health plan members was 45 years
would not be PHI because that information, although developed by aggregating information from individual
plan member records, does not identify any individual plan members and there is no reasonable basis to
believe that it could be used to identify an individual.
The relationship with health information is fundamental. Identifying information alone, such as personal
names, residential addresses, or phone numbers, would not necessarily be designated as PHI. For
instance, if such information was reported as part of a publicly accessible data source, such as a phone
book, then this information would not be PHI because it is not related to heath data (see above). If such
information was listed with health condition, health care provision or payment data, such as an indication
that the individual was treated at a certain clinic, then this information would be PHI.
Back to top

Covered Entities, Business Associates, and PHI
In general, the protections of the Privacy Rule apply to information held by covered entities and their
business associates. HIPAA defines a covered entity as 1) a health care provider that conducts certain
standard administrative and financial transactions in electronic form; 2) a health care clearinghouse; or 3)
a health plan.3 A business associate is a person or entity (other than a member of the covered entity’s
workforce) that performs certain functions or activities on behalf of, or provides certain services to, a
covered entity that involve the use or disclosure of protected health information. A covered entity may use
a business associate to de-identify PHI on its behalf only to the extent such activity is authorized by their
business associate agreement.
See the OCR website http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/ for detailed information about the Privacy Rule and
how it protects the privacy of health information.
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/special-topics/de-identification/index.html#standard
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Back to top

De-identification and its Rationale
The increasing adoption of health information technologies in the United States accelerates their potential
to facilitate beneficial studies that combine large, complex data sets from multiple sources. The process
of de-identification, by which identifiers are removed from the health information, mitigates privacy risks to
individuals and thereby supports the secondary use of data for comparative effectiveness studies, policy
assessment, life sciences research, and other endeavors.
The Privacy Rule was designed to protect individually identifiable health information through permitting
only certain uses and disclosures of PHI provided by the Rule, or as authorized by the individual subject of
the information. However, in recognition of the potential utility of health information even when it is not
individually identifiable, §164.502(d) of the Privacy Rule permits a covered entity or its business associate
to create information that is not individually identifiable by following the de-identification standard and
implementation specifications in §164.514(a)-(b). These provisions allow the entity to use and disclose
information that neither identifies nor provides a reasonable basis to identify an individual.4 As discussed
below, the Privacy Rule provides two de-identification methods: 1) a formal determination by a qualified
expert; or 2) the removal of specified individual identifiers as well as absence of actual knowledge by the
covered entity that the remaining information could be used alone or in combination with other information
to identify the individual.
Both methods, even when properly applied, yield de-identified data that retains some risk of identification.
Although the risk is very small, it is not zero, and there is a possibility that de-identified data could be
linked back to the identity of the patient to which it corresponds.
Regardless of the method by which de-identification is achieved, the Privacy Rule does not restrict the use
or disclosure of de-identified health information, as it is no longer considered protected health information.
Back to top

The De-identification Standard
Section 164.514(a) of the HIPAA Privacy Rule provides the standard for de-identification of protected
health information. Under this standard, health information is not individually identifiable if it does not
identify an individual and if the covered entity has no reasonable basis to believe it can be used to identify
an individual.
§ 164.514 Other requirements relating to uses and disclosures of protected health information.
(a) Standard: de-identification of protected health information. Health information that does not identify an
individual and with respect to which there is no reasonable basis to believe that the information can be
used to identify an individual is not individually identifiable health information.

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/special-topics/de-identification/index.html#standard
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From : Christopher Horne r

To: Hyde, Timothy N .; Tompson, Randy
CC:
BCC :
Subject : Federal Agency Science
Date : 12/23/1996 1 :56 :01 P M

Attachments :
Gentlemen : The following is the document we discussed . Have a happy
holiday. CC H

MEMORANDU M

TO : Mr. Tim Hyde
Mr . Randy Johnso n
RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company

FROM : Mr. Christopher C . Horner
Bracewell & Patterson, L .L.P.
DATE : December 23, 1996
RE : Background and Proposed Program to Address Federal
Agency Scienc e
Per our earlier conversations, the following sets forth what needs to be
done to reform agency science, focusing on the need based upon your
interests, and how you are positioned to take a behind the scene s
leadership position . It provides an overview of the issues relevant to this
goal, and details a program taking advantage of the increasingly flagrant
way regulators have perverted the scientific process, hiding behind a
wall of selected scientists to essentially cow industry and Congress into
accepting fringe scientific conclusions .

Summary
We propose creating, beginning with congressional oversight and a goal
of enacting legislation, required review procedures which EPA and other
federal agencies must follow in developing "extra-judicial" documents
(i .e ., those documents produced as guidance, science or other
government products issued by regulatory agencies which are not
necessarily at time of publication ripe for judicial review) . This is
important to your organization because, at some point in the near future,
EPA will most likely be ordered to re-examine ETS . The only way to d o

RJR7028305
70090 0686

http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/rzb77a00/pdf
Source: http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/jfww0019

so on a level playing field is to construct explicit procedural hurdles the
Agency must follow in issuing scientific reports .
Because there is virtually no chance of affecting change on this issue if
the focus is ETS, our approach is one of addressing process a s
opposed to scientific substance, and global applicability to industry rather
than focusing on any single industrial sector . Thus the examples of
questionable science, to justify these standards . Congress must require
those examples serve as the test cases .

Background
On the surface, now appears an opportune moment for addressing
agency science head on, tackling the substance . This would seem the
case because the first run at legislative attempts to reform the regulatory
process failed and concerned Members are searching for a new
mechanism to control EPA and other regulatory bodies . The landscape
of the past year is littered with examples of persistent o r
newly-promoted "bad science," including the Mercury Report t o
Congress, MACT Hazardous Waste Combustion Rule, Methylene Chloride
and the Dioxin Reassessment . Regarding the latter example, as you are
likely aware, for the next round of EPA Science Advisory Board (SAB)
review of the Dioxin Reassessment the Agency has removed any SAB
members who were too vocal in their disagreement with the Agency .
There will still be SAB review, but it will be an already-transparent grou p
of "agreeable" scientists . So, in addition EPA is flagrantly "stacking the
deck" with those whose conclusions are predetermined and in the
Agency's favor .
Irrespective of this pattern, it is clear the 104th Congress was singularly
unsuccessful in managing the Agency on a chemical-by-chemical or
industry-by-industry basis . EPA actions demonstrate the it has taken
measure of its legislative and industry adversaries, and decided upon
aggressive campaigns on several of these issues to impose its
policy-driven will upon scientific conclusions . The Agency helps create,
and responds, to, the political winds, so you should anticipate no relief
on re-evaluating ETS . EPA has of late played its public relations card
very well, avoiding long news cycles for its proposals -- even timing
them around holidays when readership is at its nadir -- while engaging
the environmental press for the coming conflicts . EPA, helped by the
backlash of the generally "pro-environment" public to a poorly
implemented reg-reform agenda, has fostered an atmosphere where
"industry" are reluctant to match the Agency's hardball tactics out of fear
either that Congress would duck/mismanage the issue, or of Agency
retribution . Thus, through a lack of industry support and unfavorable
press, Congress has to date lacked the requisite support to effectively
use the oversight powers of the legislative branch .
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It is in this climate you will face a chastened but at least as aggressive
EPA on re-evaluating the ETS study .
Project Approac h
To improve the climate, and process, under which ETS and others are
reviewed, we recommend initiating reforms by playing a strong role in
molding and guiding Congress's oversight of EPA's latest Clean Air Act
initiative (on PM 2 .5/ozone) . Such an effort would work toward requiring
EPA to institute certain procedural changes to the pre-regulatory
process . These would serve as a set of checks and balances to ensure
a fair and equitable development and publication of scientific findings
(i .e ., reform the scientific process) . It is that process, which is beyond
the reach of the Administrative Procedure Act, which sets the stage for
the rulemaking process . These procedures could then be subject to
judicial review without the courts becoming involved in specific scientific
issues (i.e ., discern if EPA followed the requisite steps, rather than if it
achieved the "right" answer) .
When EPA announced its proposal to regulate particulate matter and
tropospheric ozone, despite their news cycle management, the set the
predicate for procedural change . These proposed regulations, based on
questionable science, are not focused on those industries that comprise
EPA's "usual suspects", but rather all industries including small
businesses . Congress is expected to conduct heavy oversight of this
process, with most leaders expressing that the actions are unnecessary
and unrealistic . EPA has already signaled a desire to compromise as the
process moves forward, and will start airing its options in the January
14-15 initial public hearings . It is critical to our overall goal that EPA not be
allowed to change the forum into an industry-by-industry examination .
Equally important, the process should not devolve into "outdoor air"
interest seeking to shift the focus to "indoor air" interests . Instead, the
efforts we envision focus on the process by which EPA arrived at its
scientific conclusions, avoiding to the extent possible specific scientific
issues, contaminants, or industries .
While some will approach these hearings as regulation-specific, as you
can appreciate, from our perspective the greater problem is EPA (and
OSHA) "science," encompassing all the scientific reports, studies,
guidance documents and procedures produced by the nonregulatory
offices of these agencies . None of these products are subject to timely
challenge . In some instances, industry must wait years before
regulations are promulgated, thus allowing industry to sue . Then, when
industry has that opportunity, the court is faced with the ramifications of
overturning years of EPA actions and policies based on this scientific
document . Moreover, industry face mindsets such as "how can a
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document which has been around for so long be wrong?" (the "historical
credibility" argument) . Finally, once industry's hands are tied in
Washington, EPA or OSHA has distributed the documents or guidance to
the press or states, forcing industry to face a public relations nightmare .
Thus, as we seek to create a regime where this cycle is a thing of the
past while highlighting problems with contemporary studies . These
studies will be the first "test cases" for the reformed process . This
requires developing (1) overall criteria for a "sound science" process,
and (2) a record, through congressional oversight, on how the Agency
typically does not meet those criteria .
To illustrate, criteria could be as follows :
"Sound Science" Criteria - any government scientific program must have
four components :
Inclusive - The scientific community, the public, Congress, and
other Executive Branch agencies are given fair and timely access
to review and affect change in the development of the
science/document .
Transparency - the public can follow the developmental process
the steps followed to develop the final science/document .
Able to be reproduced - Can the answer be reproduced from the
record ?
Algorithm - Given the set of all available scientific knowledge on
the subject would independent groups arrive at the same answer ?
[a possible fifth component which could be included as a deal
closer could be :
Not judicially reviewable - This may seem counterintuitive, but one
of the aspects of reg-reform which its opponents exploited t o
bring it down was the belief that everything would be litigated . Thus,
it may be possible to achieve reforms through the principle that the
scientific portions of a successful program should not be easily placed
before the courts. Instead, the courts should be able to easily look at
procedures followed (e .g ., did the Agency follow its ow n
procedures) .]
We envision these new steps being "field tested" on, e .g., the methylene
chloride study, ETS, etc . which, having been used as justification for
reform would be held and reviewed under the new procedures .
To ensure Agency compliance Congressional oversight is also required .
This at worst builds a record for judicial review and at best sets i n
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motion a set of enforceable procedures . We intend to develop for the Hill
a set of scientific and procedural questions on scientific issues which
different committees could then use . This requires :
Written Record - Submit lengthy, detailed questions to the agency
requiring written responses . This creates a written record which
the Agency often seeks to avoid, because it otherwise is permitted to
develop scientific documents without responding explicitly (unlike the
proposal/promulgation process) to public concerns .
Followup Hearings - Once the Agency has responded use this
record both within and across an issue in oversight on how th e
Agency develops science . (e .g., this is an ideal place to inquire into risk
assessment default values and risk criteria, which seem to change from
office to office) .
We envision the end results of the oversight hearings to be : (1) EPA
publication in the Federal Register of a formal process for handling
"extra-judicial" documents ; (2) new legislation ; and/or (3) inclusion in
environmental or regulatory reform legislation which appears moving in
the 105th Congress .
This approach merely ensures a fair hearing, but that is typically all the
situations require to avoid the skewed result the federal agency
prescribes . Critically, this approach also circumvents the tenuous
situation you otherwise likely will face, of seeking after-the-fact,
RJR-specific congressional support to undo the Agency's work .
What makes the National Association of Manufacturers a strong base for
the above work is NAM's broad, yet non-specific, business base . Its one
of a small handful, at best, of broad based associations not associated
with particular industries . Thus, their lead on this general issue will not
bog the hearings down in "anti-environmental," industry-specific rhetoric,
nor create an environment where specific industries can legitimately fear
Agency retaliation .

Conclusio n
We envision a program, using contemporary studies and reports to
illustrate how the Agency skews its results in the pre-regulation stage,
to create set, reviewable science procedures . That process and its
criteria will first be tested on those current examples of Agency
misfeasance, which obviously must be sent back to the Agency or
otherwise placed on hold in the interim . We need to meet again with you
to discuss this proposal and how to best implement it, specifically
beginning with the audiences with NAM and NFIB we discussed . We
need another meeting, to hammer out the presentation to the two
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referenced audiences, and reach consensus with you on the issues and
approach we intend to pursue . Until we speak with you on this further,
Happy Holidays .
CC H
/cc h
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LvmODUCTION

"Show me the dala!" sounds a lot like a soundbire from a
Hollywood movie, but it accurately characterizes the demands that U.S.
indusuy representatives and legislators on Capitol Hill have in recent
years been making of researchers who s1udy environmemal and
occupational health problems. Indeed, in July 1997, an amendmem to a
1998 appropriation.s bill in the U.S. House of Representatives was
proposed thai, if passed, would have required researchers with
govemmem grams to make their raw medical and seientitic dala publicly
avai lable within ninety days after the first public reporting of any study
results.' No hearings were held on the implicalions of such a step. Only
defense-related research and cases in wh.ich "adverse economic harm to
0 1998 ~ D. Thunton. AssociJie Prorcs.or or En"ronmcnlll Medicine:
l:litmor, Comnlmity Ow.acb: lmlimle or Environmenlll Modiane. New Yorlt Univmily
School or Mediane. Dr. '"""-' lalilied bd- boch 111e u.s. ~ and 111e u.s. House or
~,... m 1997. ltpl<hng""
~in lhe Unncd Stoles. It< l<t''CS as 111
odvit« 10 lhe Slate or New Yorlt .., 11r qu>lily h>vi"' tervcd .., 111e Dqlortmcnt or
Environmenw ~·.Air M~ Advisory Convniuce .....
1991 .
He prtJenlly sen·cs on lhe N11icml Academy or Science's Commiuce on Hcallh Elfecu or
lndnet11t10n, lind was CIWnnan or Canada'• Hcallh and Environ,.., Pinel r<>< lhe Hcallh
Can>da Sulfur in OasoiU1e Swdy in 1997. A.B .. Sc.B. EnVII. Engineering 1974, Brown
Unlmsity: M.S. EnVII. Heollh Scimc:e 1978, H""'ard Unh-enlty: Sc.D. EnVII. Hcallh Scimc:e
1983. HilfVJRI Univcrshy.
I.
S« J<><elyn K•l!cr. D<oto Rtl<as. Proposal Rnisu Alarm, 2n ScltNCl! 627 (1997).

"""ty
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commercial proprietary interests . . . would result wou!d have been
exempted from this blanket data release mandate. 1s th1s proposal to
mandate a blanket release of federally funded research data a necessary
and worthwhile solution to a real problem that is impeding the advance of
scientific knowledge? Or. alternatively, arc the cries for Congress to take
such an action merely a manifestation of vested interests' attempts at
undcmlining the credibility of researchers who publish results that run
ooumer to their financial interests?
Aeeording to the journal Science, the data release ~ndment
proposed by Representative Robert B. Aderholt (R-AL) was, 10 part, a
response by Congress to industry demands for data from Harvard School
of Public Health air pollution srudies, the results of which were at the
center of proposed new air pollution regulati~.J The .S1udies' author:s
objected to making their raw research data pubhcly av:ulable beca~ 1t
would violate the crucial confidentiality agreements they had made w1th
srudy subjects to protect their individual privacy.' . Although. ~
Harvard researchers were willing to share the data w1th other sc1enusts
when that confidentiality oould be protected, they were not willing to
capitulate to unrestricted release of the personal health records.s In the
end, this particulnr congressional nrnendment was defeated by a v~e of
nineteen to thirty-four.• Discussion of such a measure. however, w1ll no
doubt surface on the Hill again in the nenr future, as demands for
congressional action are likely to continue due to ~r regulatory
measures being questioned by industry. It is therefore tmportant to rur
both the issues involved in, and the implications of, such a mandate for
the release of federnlly funded health effects research data.
At ftrSt glance, this proposal mny seem to be a simple and
straightforward idea. The basic logic behind the proposal, apparently,
was that the data collection was paid for. at least in part, by the
government, therefore it should be available to the public. and to anyo~e
else who wishes to evaluate it furthe.r. In a cover leucr to h1s colleagues 10
the Housc, the sponsor of the nrnendment stated that "lhe federal
go,-emment does not have a standardized government-wide process for
making research data available for independent review. My nrnendment
seeks to remedy this while still allowing for a limited number of
2.
Nft<n<bnmt to Ttr<UIU)t PoJtol S.~ict. ON! CtMnzl Co>'ffliiNN App10priolictu
BiU. 19!18 (offend by Rep. Rot>c:n 8. AdcrliOlt <R·AL). July 25. 1997) (tqeel<d Joly lt. t997)

(bercnafta Amtndm<rlt to n.o.swy B•IIJ.

).

S.t Joc.:t)11 KJj..,., Co>v,_, C""'u: Amdtmi<l IIW a Roww/011 Raw Data, 277

scu:a 7S8 (1997).
~.

s.

6.

S.tid.
S.tid.
S.t H.R. Ru. No. t0S·2AO(l997)
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exceptions . . . . I strongly believe that sunshine is the best antiseptic. "7
In addition, the nrgumcnt has been made that government regulations that
nre based upon federally funded health research might cost billions of
dollars to affected businesses and induS1ries.1 Accordingly, it is important
to make doubly sure that the research is right. Thus, there were some
seemingly plausible rationales for such a measure, however, practicality
and ethical concerns quickly nrose.
In the days that followed the congressional proposal, numerous
eonfldeotiality, logistical, and fairness objections came to light from other
legislators, the Clinton Administration. and the nation's research
universities.' Representative George E. Brown, Jr. {D-CA). ranking
minority member of the House's Science Committee, expressed his "deep
eonoem" that ''the amendment as drafted would create significant legal
uncertainties and substantial and unnecessary costs for scientists, research
universities, high tech induS1ries. and federnl agencies.'' 10 In addition, the
White Housc Office of Management and Budget enumerated potential
problems, including the impeding of commercial agreements and the risk
of problems if the data were not analyzed correctly by others unfamiliar
with the data collection process."
This Article provides a detailed consideration of the ongoing data
access debate in the context of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA or the Agency) recent air pollution regulations
and the research upon which lhey are based, followed by a discussion of
the key issues surrounding the data access debate in general. These key
issues include the potential effects of a mandate requiring the release of
health research data on: (I) the scientific credibility of the research
involved, (2) the confidentiality of research participants' medical records,
(3) the intellectual owne.rship of research ideas and their results, and
(4) the speed of research progress in the medical and public health fields.
Infonnation from past cases of data release demands and their aftennath
are supplied as examples. Consideration is then given to whether there
are sufficient deficiencies in the cuJTCnt practices of scientific assessment
and data sharing that wnrrant such government mandated intervention
1.
Lctt<t from Rep. Rot>c:n B. AdcrliOlt (R·AL) 10 the Howe or Rcprcsen~><~•u (July
14. t997) (on 6k wilh oulhot~
8.
S<t Moddcinc Jacobs. £Wo SlwxJd Tok< a 81f0dttr. ClaiM. & E>oo. Nl<"'S, A{K. t4.•

t997. II S; «< at.o Pllillp ll Abelson. PtOpDJ<d Air PaiiiWlllt Stondatrls. 277 Sctca; IS
(1997); Joalyn !Uas<r. ~v...... o...., CI<GnAir Slord>trls. 277 Sclf:Na466 (1997).
9.
S.tl(.li.ICf,s.pi'O llCIC ), 117S8.
tO. Lcucr from Rep. C<o1Je E. 81'0\0>11. Jt (0-CA). Rrii"& Minority M....,.... Howe or
Rcpr..cntJthu Sn<nec Co..,.n«. 10 Rep. Bob Llvinpccn <R·LA). Owmun. Howe
Comni~~Co< on Approprialions (lilly 28, 1997) (on fik .,;Ill .,tho<) [ha<inaftcr a....,. LcucrJ.
tl. S.t KliJcr. SI<P"' llCIC 3. 117S8.
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into medical and publ.ic heallh research, or whether the side-<:ffects of this
pl"Op05Cd solution are worse than the initially perceived problems.
Finally, alternative approaches to addn:ssing the question of the validity
of published scientific research are also proposed.
U.

1HE CASE AT HAND: AIR POIJ.lJI10N EPIDEMJOLOGY

The National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), the
cornerstone of the nation's air pollution control program, are aimed at
establishing air quality requirements sufficient to protect public health and
wclfare. 12 The Clean Air Act (CAA)" and its Amendments" require that
these national air quality standards be set at a level stringent enough to
protect the health of the public, with an adequate margin of safety.15 The
CAA Amendment of 1977, as adopted by Congress, requires that each of
the NAAQS be reviewed by the EPA at least every five years in order to
detennine whether the NAAQS are still appropriately protective of public
health and welfare based on the most recent research information."
Revisions of the NAAQS by the EPA Administrator are based upon
scientific air quality criteria documents that are prepared by the EPA for
the air pollutant under review and subsequently reviewed by an
independent scientific advisory panel, the Clean Air Scientific Advisory
Committee (CASAC).17
In 1979, upon review of the nation's photochemical oxidants
standard, the EPA relaxed the ozone (~) NAAQS from a once-per-year,
one-hour maximum of 80 parts per billion (ppb) up to 120 ppb, due to a
lack of published information supporting the then existing standard."
Ozone is a secondary pollutant, or one that is formed in the atmosphere in
the presence of sunlight from precursor pollutants, most notably nitrogen
oxides and hydrocarbons that are emitted by a variety of sources,
including automobiles, coal-fired power plants, and industry." This
12.

Su0<011AirAaf 109,42U.S.C. f7409 (1994).
SuCMI§ 101-618,42U.S.C.ff7401-7671q.
14. S<t Ocon Air Act AlllC31dmeniS of 1966, Pub. 1... 89-675. 80 Sta~ 954: Oean Air
Amendments or 1970, Pub. L. No. 91·604, 84 Stot. 1676; Qc;111 Air Act Amendments or 1977,
Pub. 1... No. 95-95, 91 Stat. 685: Ocan Air Act Amendments or 1990, Pub. L No. 101-549, 104
Sw. 2399 (oodificd os amended in scauacd sections or 42 U.S.C.).
IS. Su CM f 109(d). 42 U.S.C. f7409(d).
16. Su CM Amendments or 19n, Pub. 1... No. 95-95. 91 su.. 3&S (oodificd as
ammdcd in scanand S<Ct>OnS or 42 U.S.C.).
17. Su CM f 109(d). 41 U.S.C. §7409(d),
18. S.• Nlllional Ambient Air Quality Standards ror o.one. 44 Fed. Res, 8201. 8204
13.

( 1979).
19.

Su ReYiew of EAtS ProposM 0't.J)tle and Paniculal~ Mauer NMQS Revision.sPtm 2 Btfore the Sl4bconun. on HeoJJh twl Environmoll ond th~ Subcomm. on OwrsigJu and
lnvutigmi<>ns ofth• HooS< C<Jmm. on Comnt<r<<, IO.Sth Cong. 146 (1997) (prcporcd statement
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standard remained in effect until 1997, when the EPA, after a long and
extensive review of both new epidemiological and controlled pollutant
exposure health srudies, determined that the ozone NAAQS should be
tightened back to a value of ~0 ppb. but avera%,ed ov_er eight hours and
allowmg as many as three vtolauons per year. Thts new standard is
therefore less protective than the once-per-year 80 ppb one-hour
maximum Standard in effect before 1979, but somewhat more protective
than the pre-1997. 120 ppb one-hour maximum standard
In 1997,the EPA also determined, after a similar extensive scientific
review process, that the particulate mauer (PM) NAAQS should also be
modified to better protect the public health.21 Fine PM (i.e., small
particulate matter) is primarily composed of two components:
carbonaceous primary particles, or soot, emitted directly from combustion
sources such as diesel buses, coal and oil-fired power plants, and other
industries; and, secondary particles formed in the atmosphere from
gaseous pollutants such as sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emitted
from sources such as coal-fired power plants. automobiles, and industry. 22
In the case of PM, it was decided that a new standard was needed which
foc~sed on fine panicles less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter (PM25),
whtch are panicles small enough to reach deep into the human lung and
most likely to have the highest concentrations of especially toxic PM
components (e.g.• acids, lead, arsenic, etc.).u
. The ~plemem.ati<?" of tJ;tese new air quality standards will require
vanous busmesses and industnes to control their companies' air pollution
emissions of gases and particles that some fear may cost large sums of
mon~y: This fear has caused those potentially affected panies to
scruumze the new standards intensely, and many of them have
collectively or individually objected to the standards.14 Partially in
response to these industry concerns, Congress held numerous hearings on
the new standards, including the consideration of bills to block the new
standards.'' However, no Congressional action has been taken to date to
reverse the new air quality standards.
or Dr. ~rge D. Tbunton, AS.IOC. Prof., Dep't or Etwtl. Medicine, New York Univtllity School
or Mcdtanc) [beninafier nu•niDII Tmimony).
20. S.• National Ambienl Air Qu>lity Slandards ror Otone. 62 Fed. Reg. 3U56. 38.85696 ( 1997) (to be oodiflcd 1C 40 C.F.R. pt. 50).
21. s.. Nalional Arnbienl Air Quality Standards ror Poniatlale MIIller. 61 Fed. Reg.
38.652.38.652-711 (1997) (to beoodificd • 40 C.FJL pt. 51).
22. Sa '1'hwJt<>n r.st~mony. supra no<e 19,. 146.
23. S.• Ct.,., Air Mr: Own< ond Panicula~t M010tr Stondan!s Hroriltgs &Jon w
Subcomm. on Cl•an Air. We~lands. Privot< Prop<~ ond Nuc/Mr &if•~ ond th4 Comm. of
£nvilfJtii1U:nt ond Puh/U: Woo:tr, 105th C:O.,g. 138 (1997) (herdnafter H•aringsl.
24. Su Air Quality StMdard Coalition, News Relwe(Nov. 25, 1996).
25. S.• S. 1084. IOSih Cor!g. (1997): H.R. 1984, 105th Cor!g. (1997).
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During the period when the EPA developed the new standards,
demands surfaced for the release of the underlying health and scientific
data upon which the key epidemiological pollution·health effects studies
were based to set the new Slalldards. In panicular, in May 1994, Dr.
George T. Wolff, a scientist for General M01cxs and the Chair of CASAC
at that time, and Dr. Roger 0. McClellan, the President of the Chemical
Industry Institute of Tolticology (CIJT) and a former chair of CASAC,
sent a letter to EPA Administrator Carol Browner asking that the EPA
make demands for data and for data reanalyses.26 However. neither Wolff
nor McClellan indicated any scientific wrong-doing on the pan of
investigators in their letter.17 Although this issue and the sending of a
letter were discussed at a CASAC meeting, the Wolff and McClellan
letter was not sent as a result of a consensus of the entire CASAC panel
that the EPA should request such data, but at the initiative of these two
specific CASAC panel rnembers.lS During congressional hearings in
early 1997, these two scientists testified in opposition to the EPA's
proposed PMu standard, with Wolff stating that " I can't endorse the
Jn.SCnt proposal,"29 and McClellan stating that "the serious shortcomings
in the scientific data on PMu and PM to led me to n01 support the
promulgalion of either an annual or a 24-hour PMu standan!."JO The
Wolff and McClellan letter to the EPA stated that:
severol recent published reportS have indicated effects on bolh morbidity
and mortality at about the level of the current PMoo standard. In some
cases, the analyses are extremely complex because of the need to correct a
wide range of potential confounders, such as tempemture, cigarette
smoking and other poUutants . . . . It is crucial that two or more groups
analyze the same key data sets linking exposure and morbidity/mortality
response to verify the adequacy of the complex analyses and that different
analysts using the same data reach similar conclusions . . . . The EPA
should take the lead in requesting that investigators make available the
primary data sets being analyw:l so that others can validate the analyses?'
In 1997, the Air Quality Standards Coalition (AQSC), in a
submission to the EPA during the proposed 0) and PMu NAAQS
26. S.. L«<er Crom George T. Y.l>lff. Plo.D•• Chair. Clean Air Sdallific Adviso<y
CommitiOC. one! Roser 0. MtOellan. D.V.M., Pu Chair, Clean Air Sci<>llifoc AdviS<ll}'
Commiuee. 10 Carol Browner, AdminiJ!r.wl<, EPA (May t6, 1994) (on file wilh 3Uihor)
(h<1dnofler Wolff Ldocrl.
27.

S<.ld.

28. EPA SCIENCE ADVISORY 80AIU>, CI.£AN AlR SCIENTIHC ADVISORY CoMMnTfE. SO,
O.oSUR6 & PAATlCIILJ<I'£ MATmt. 'i'RANSCRil'T OF PllOCEfDINGS t69·70 (Apr. 12, 1994) (on file
with aulhor).
29. Htmings. supra no<e 23. ao38 (tesoimony or Or. Gcorac T. Wolff).
30. /d. ao t39 (oestimony of Dr. Roger 0. McClellan).
31. Wolff Ldoer. sl<J1ro note 26.
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comment period. ciled the letter from Drs. Wolff and McClellan as a basis
for requesting the data from the key Harvard "Six Cities" Studies. The
AQSC submission requested thai the studies be made "available in the
rulemaking docket for assessment by Other investigators and request EPA
to reaffirm the existing PM standards until such time that these
assessments are completed."Jl In its literature, the AQSC describes itself
as "a broad-based coalition whose membership includes more than 500
corporations, associations and interest groups," whose goal is "to assure
that the . . . [EPA] makes scientifically ... sound decisions as it reviews
the Na1ional Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone and particulate
maner."l 3 However, the AQSC is described elsewhere as "a group of oil,
steel, trucking, agricultural and auto companies, formed last July [1996)
to fight the EPA's newly proposed air quality standards." 34 Thus, among
the members of the AQSC are auto manufacturers, an industry group that
includes Geneml Motors, as well as oil companies and chemical
manufacturers. two seclcxs well represented in the list of companies
supporting the CIIT.» Indeed, CUT's financial supporters include the
Olemical Manufacturers Association, Chevron Corporation, Ethyl
Corporation, Eltxon Corporation, Texaco Inc., and Unocal Corporation.16
In addition, the Mobil Corporation ran advertisement$ on ~ editorial
pages of U.S. newspapers critical of the EPA proposal, including one ad
stating that "data from a key study~ Harvard 'Six Cities'-has never
been made public, despite repeated requests from scientists over a three·
year period."" Thus. the most pointed demands for these studies' data
have most often come from individuals and organizations either directly
or indirectly supported by companies eltpected to be adversely affected by
the new air standards based on those studies.
These recent demands for data release and reanalysis of the Harvard
work have largely ignored the fact that these same Harvard researchers
and their data have previously been reviewed for scientific integrity by
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), Office of Scientific Integrity
32.

Ldter Crom Cborte. J. DiBooa. Pn:sidenc. American Parokum lnsbtute, IOd Andrew

CMd. PresidcN. American AuiOmobilc M""'f"""""' Auodation. Air Quality SUndanls
Coalllion Co-Chain. 10 EPA Ail Dodcd Sec1ion. Dodcd No. A·9S.S4(PM) (Mar. t2. 1997)

<llap;Jiwww.nam.O<BibulleoniRERiren:mt.
33. AirQualuyStM<bn! Coalition. News Release (Nov. 25, t996),
34.

Hanna Rosin. Shndu qf Gray: St.

REPUBLIC 21 (1997).

Boydm~

U•ltoly M.,ey Tmi/, 216 ThE NEW

. . 35. S<t NationAl As$ociatloo or Manufacturm Air QuAiily Stwod.ros Coalilioo (t998)
(vosued Apr. 29, 1998) <llup~/www.nam.orglair.html>.
36. 5<< Olemieal lndusory ln.oiouoc of Toxioology Supponing Companies (t998) (vlsiled
Apr. 29, 1998) <hup://www.dio.org/SUPPC/suppc.html>.
37. Mobll Corporollon, EM: ut Science Do Its Job (vi!iled May 15, 1997)
<llup:/lwww.mobil.c:omlihislneVI1iopeds/970515_oped.homl>.
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(OSI), and the Health Effects Institute (HEI) and were cleared of any
8
misconduct or scientifically inappropriate analyses.l
The OSI
investigation, which was the result of separate accusations raised. in the
mid- 1980s found that "there is no basis whatsOever for the allegauons of
serious c~rs and gaps in the database," and that "the quality control
program of the S~x Cities Studies considerably surpasses that of most
9
continuously operating monitoring programs."l Furthermo~, ~e HEI,
which receives one-half of its fiscal support from the automotive mdustry
and one-half from the U.S. government, subsequently commissioned an
extensive reevaluation of the data and research methods of the Harvard
team in conducting time-series analyses of various U.S. cities' daily
records of mortality and PM pollution."" The HEI review found that the
reanalysis results "agree closely with the earlier conclusions that
particulate air pollution is tied to increased risk of death, even when
41
weather and other pollutants are taken into account." Thus, the Harvard
researchers have in fact provided their data for evaluations in the past, and
these previous evaluations have consistently confirmed the validity of
their data and analytical methods.
However, in response to the continuing demands for the Harvard
researchers' air pollution studies' data, Mary Nichols. then the EPA's
Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation, sent letters to Drs. Joel
Schwartz and Douglas Dockery of the Harvard School of Public Health,
as well as to Dr. Arden Pope. the lead author of another key PM study,
stating that:
there has been considerable interest in your research on the health effects of
air pollution, including requests by members of Congress, governors of
several stateS, and others for the raw data underlying your published
research . . . . EPA is confident of the scientific integrity of your studies
and their appropriateness for purposes of consideration in the Agency's
present rulemaking on paniculate maner with~t a separate or ~ilion~
review of the underlying data. Nevertheless, g~ven the strong mterest m
your research, EPA would encourage reasonable accommodations within
the scientific and go''elllmental COli'U'OOnity that would permit other
interested scientiSlS and agencies to understand fully the basis for your
38.

Letter from Suzanne W. Hadley. PhD.. Deputy

DitOdO<,

Office or Scientific

lnlq¢ty. Deporunc:nt of Health & Human SeMces. 10 Michad W. Robau. Esq, OffiCe of the
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work We therefore request thm you make data associmed with ;our
published studies ava.ilable to interested panies as rapidly as possible.'
Dr. James H. Ware, the Dean of the Harvard School of Public
Health, subsequently recommended to Ms. Nichols that the Harvard "Six
Cities" data be reviewed and tested by the HE!. Dr. Ware wrote "(w]e
believe that HEI is well qualified to conduct a review process that will be
thorough and fair, without jeopardizing confidentiality concems.'"l This
review is presently in progress. Thus, in this case, the concerns raised by
industry and industry-funded groups concerning the results of this
research are being addressed, without the need for a public release of the
research health data.
In promulgating the new PM2.5 air quality standards in the Federal
Register, the EPA summarized the comments that it received during the
NAAQS comment period regarding the issue of raw data availability.
Several commenters questioned EPA's abitity to rely on Studies
demonstrating an association between PM and excess monality without
obtaining and discl05ing the raw "data" underlying these Studies for public
review and comment. In particular. a number of commenters cited
Dockery, D.W., et al. 1993 and Pope. CA. ill, et al .. 1995. as studies upon
which EPA relied without obtaining and disclosing the underlying raw data
. . . . A few commenters :ugued that section 307(d) of the [Clean Air] Act
requires that EPA obtain the raw data underlying these studies and that a
failure to do so contmdicts the plain language of section 307(d)(3) of the
Act, which requires EPA to place in the docket any "factual data on which
the proposed rule is based." Other commcnters argued that under section
307(d)(8) of the Act, a failure to oblain and disclose the underlying raw
data used in the studies would constitute an error "so serious and related to
maners of SUC·h cenlral relevance to the rule that there is a substantial
likelihood that the rule would have been signifteantly changed if such
enors had 001 been made." According to one commenter, without the raw
data and an opportunity for an analysis of it, ''EPA has no legal alternative
other than to conclude that no new air quality standard would be
appropriate within the meaning of CAA section 109(aXIXB)." Fmally, a
number of commenters ha'•e argued that recent caselaw undec the Clean
Air Act and other statuteS makes clear that EPA has a legal obligation to
obtain and disclose the data used in these Studies.44
In that same preamble, the EPA responded to those comments:

Genenl CA>unsd. Harvard Unh'mity (Nov. 15. t990) (on file v.ith IUillor) (hercin>ftcr Hadley
Letter).

/d.; suo/so NIH Ckan llt~rw•rrf Ruto!<htts, WAU.ST. J.. Dec. 7, 1990, at AJ.
40. Letter from James H. Ware. Dean for Academic Affain, Harvwd School of Public
Health. 10 Mary D. Nichob. Assistant AdminiSit'a!Or f0< Air and Radlllion. EPA. (Apr. 8. 1997;
(on file with author) (hcmnaftcr "'- L<alrl.
41 . Pamel3 Zunt,llil' Polluticto UnJ< "' IIU• U. D«uhs Cot~fimwl, CHEM. & El<o. NEWS
Apr. 8.1997, o<9.

39.

42. Lcucr from Mary D. Nichols, Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation,I!PA,to
Dr. Douglas Dockery. HlltVltd Scllool of Public Health (Jan. 31, 1997) (on file willl au<hor).
43. Ware L<alr, supm ""'• 40.
44, Nlllional Ambient Air O>atity Slalelanls for Pnculae Maner. 62 l'<d. Reg. 38,6S2.
38.689 (t997).
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In developing the proposed revisions to the PM NAAQS. the
Administrator relied on the scientific studies cited in the rulemaking
record. ralher lhan on the raw dala underlying them. In this case, the raw
data consists of n:sponses 10 health questionnaires based on information
supplied by individual citizens, or computer tabulations of this information,
which remains confidential. and air quality and monitoring data, most of
which is now publicly available. EPA does 1101 generally undertake
evaluations of raw, unanalyzed scientific dala as part of its public health
standatd setting process. Only in extreme cases-for example where there
are credible allegations of fraud. abuse or misconduct-would a review of
raw data be warranted. It would be impractical and unnecessary for EPA
to review underlying data for every study upon which it relies as support
for every proposed rule or standatd. If EPA and olher governmental
agencies could 1101 rely on published studies without condllCiing .an
independent analysis of the enormous volume of ro~w dala underlymg
them. then rooch plainly relevant scientific information would become
unavailable to EPA for use in seuing Sl8ndatds to pro<ect public health and
the environment.<j
Thus, while the EPA did request that the researchers in specific cases
release their data for review, the Agency refused to require the release of
such dala as a req11irement for a study's inclusion in the standard setting

process.
ID. ISSUES AND IMPUCATIONS

A.

Research Credibility

While the EPA ruled that there is no need for peer-reviewed, health
study raw data to be released as a routine part of the NAAQS process,
industry's public demands for the raw air pollution-health data in the case
of the CAA standard sening process succeeded in generating skepticism
in the
regarding the credibility of air pollution epidemiology
results. Thus, an unrestricted public release of such studies' subject
health data would indeed provide one means for the researchers to allay
any conoerns that they are trying to hide something. Once the data were
examined by all interest groups and reanalyzed by others. it would have
the benefit of removing even the most remote possibility that the
researchers are hiding anything, but at what cost?
The open and infonned discussion of scientific issues and
protections against biased analyses or reponing of scientific results are

Jress

ld. at 38.689 (cillllions omiued~
46. Su 1.aun lobaMes, Poll>.tiM ScwJy Spotts lNbau Ov<r S<=t DoUJ. WJUL ST. J.,
Apt. 7 , 1997, 1t Bt; Soon Allen, C'-r·Air R~rs p,._mJ to Sltow Dolo. 80stOt<
01.08£. Mat.4, 1997. M AI.
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indeed important to an informed debate regarding scientific issues. But, a
key question about any policy mandating a blanket release of data as a
means to advance debate on a scientific issue is: who is most likely to
reexamine the publicly released data, and with what goal(s)? The three
major groups that spring to mind are: (I) competing researchers wishing
to capitalize on the more expensive and time-intensive work already done
by the original researchers, by analyzing aspects of the data that the
original authors have not yet had an opportunity to investigate;"
(2) regulatory agencies wishing to verify the research results before
relying on the studies for regulatory decision-making; and (3) vested
mte~t groups that would be adversely affected by regulations, laws, or
Jawsutts based upon the published research ...
However, it is not necessary to speculate what might occur because
pa~t experience tells us much about what happens when health
researchers allow open access to their dllta. The case of Dr. Herb
N~eman ~ his researeh on the adverse effects of lead exposure on
children provsdes one relevant case in point.-. Dr. Needleman wrote:
[H]aving satisfied myself that the tooth was a valid marker of past [lead]
exposure .. . J studied a sample of children who were asymptomatic for
lead. classifying them by dentine lead levels. The data showed that after
controlling for a number of covariates, children with elevated lead in their
teeth. scored lower on testS of psychometric IQ, speech and language
funcuon. and ~n measures of attention .. . . The lead industry, in the rorm
of~ lntematt~ Lead Zinc Research Organization .. . began to call for
coptes of my onginal data. I declined. J had seen what had happened to
good dala when massaged and distorted by indusuy technicians, and while
I was happy to share my dala with any bona fide scientist-and did-! was
not willing to include the lead indusuy."'
As part of a lawsuit brought by the Dcparunent of Justice against
three lead polluters, Dr. Needleman did ultimately have to make his
records available for examination to witnesses on behalf of the lead
industry, including a grantee of the International Lead Zinc Researeh
Organiz.ation and someone who had appeared in testimooy for Lead
Industry Associates!' While the case was eventually senled out of court.
47. S.~ Allen, "'PfO no<e 46, at AI. Indeed. ...tuple analysis and publications onen
resuh &om 1 smgle dau sa. and this 11q> would dq>riYelhe ori"'··• authors lhe -··•oy 10
liJJ1her ""ne" lheircbla set.
,.........--·
48. II migln be well ~ lhe e>pen$C 10 "'<h ves«:d inacresu oo eJ<ItnSh'l:ly inYCStig.ue
whether any oonflta •na conclus•ons could be derived from lhe same data.
49. S.e Herbert L Needleman, Sal<m Comes ro til< NatWnallnstitutu of HMith: Notes
frr>m Inside til< Cn.cibk ofSdouific lnurriry, 90 PalWltocs m 0992).
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Dr. Needleman indicated !hat these witnesses had written a lengthy
document critiquing Needleman and his research that was forwarded to
!he National Institutes of Health by a law fum!'
As reponed by Dr. Needleman:
These lcinds of issues we generally considered melhodologieal
disagreements and are fought out in !he pages of joumals; 1 could not
understand why !hey were defined by my critics as scientifiC misconduct.
Similar criticisms were raised before !he EPA in 1982 and dismissed.
These facts notwithstanding, in October of 1991. I was n01ified by !he
Dean of my medical school !hat an inquiry into charges of misconduct was
being done at the instruction of NIH's Office of Scientific lntegrity.sl
Months after !he hearing, Dr. Needleman was finally cleared, but he
concluded !hat:
If my case illuminates anything. it shows that !he federal investigative
process can be rather easily exploited by commercial interests to cloud the
consellSU$ about a toxicant's dangers, can slow the regulatory paoe, can
damage an investigator's credibility. and can keep him tied up almost to the
exclusion of any scientific output for long stretches of time, while
defending himself.~
Or. Needleman's situation was also reponed in an anicle in The
Chronicle of Higher Education (Chronicle), along wilh !hat of a
researcher who investigated !he effectS of tobacco company advertising
on children, Dr. Paul Fischer." Dr. Fischer's research was one of several
studies published in !he Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) !hat indicated children's auraction to !he Camel cigarette "Joe
Camel" advertising character."' RJ. Reynolds (RJR) responded by hiring
consultants to analyze !he studies and subpoenaed the research data
supporting each of !he studies.,., The company's demands reportedly
included !hat ''the researchers supply !he names and tel~hone numbers of
all of the children who had participated in !he studies." As described by
!he Chronicle:
Paul F'ascher expected his college to back him. The request, be says,
violated "!he principles of confidentiality and academic freedom." Instead.
!he Medical College of Georgia sided wilh !he tobacco company. l...asl
S1.

S3.
S4.

\

Said.
/d.

14. .,980.

SS. S<t Stepllen Buttl. SciuuiJts x• Big Busilltss 0t1 rht Of!tn~ivt, ThE OiRON. 01
HtOHEil Eoue.. Dec. t4. t994• ., A26-A3l.
S6. Pout M. Fischer, M.D.. ct al .. Brand /Ago R<COgnirlon by Childrrn Ag<d J ro 6 YtarS.
Mickey Moustand Old JO< rhe Camtl, 2~JAMA 3 t4S (l99t).
S7. Stt8urd,supmno<e5S,otA17.
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year. it rumed over tJ:><: ~~nts . . . . Consulcants to !he cigarette
industry !hen SWted cnt.ICtzmg his n:seruch. In disgust over !he college's
response. Or. Fischer reSlgned and entered private pnlCtice in medicine.~
Since !hen, !he substance of Dr. F'tscher's research was subsequently
verified by others,"' including RJR itself in a memoranda !hat recently
acknowledged !hat !he company specifically targeted children in !heir
advertising." As reported by Dr. Fischer in a letter to JAMA:
Ou.r ftndings have been validated by Olher investigators. Henke studied
83 chtldren a~ 3 to 8 years using a similar board-game design and found
a 54% recogntllon rate for J?C Camel, compared with S I% in our study. In
a srudy funded by RJR, Mi=ki looked at recognition rates among 790
chtldren ag~ 3 to ~ years and found that 52% of all ~'llbjects could match
J.oe Camel wnh a ctgarette and !hat an additional 8% associated him with a
lit match, for an overall recognition rnte of 60%. A third study, also funded
by RJR and conducted by the Roper Group, surveyed 1,117 children aged
10 to 17 years and found a total awareness rate of the Joe Camel logo of
86%. .!he consiste~y of !he findings across age groups, geographic
populattons, and vanous study designs validates !he findings in our fll'St
report.

Based on an estimated rate of 3,000 new teenage smokers per day more
!han. S ~Ilion US teenagers have become regular smokers s~ !he
pubb~on of our study.. The IDOSl recent research not only conflllTIS that
~verusmg affects smolcing rates, but also indicates thai this effect is 3
tt.mes greater for

teenagers than adults. Given the health consequences of
induStry advertising should be viewed as a major public

ctgwen~, ~obacco

health nsk. '
More recentl7, Dr. John _P. Pierce and colleagues have provided
further confi-:matton, pubhshmg !he first longitudinal study (i.e.,
followt~g subJects. ?ver time) indicating !hat tobacco company ads and
prom?uonal acuvattes are indeed causally related to !he initiation of
smoking among adolescents.63
Ironically, on January 14, 1998, internal RJR memoranda were
released !hat, according to !he Washington Post, indicate !hat !he
company:
sought _for decades to revme !he declining sales of its brands by
developang aggressive marlceting proposals to reach adolescents as yoong
S9. /d. ll AU.
2n /!A SS.3e2 (" *ttt

.,!!I· !'isdler, M.D.. Rttognirion ofCig<Jtrlle Ad\'tt1istmt~~l ProdUCJ lAgos
"" (atauoo ortllned).

·

61. gASttlohnMintz&Saundra11orry
I
/RJ
t•J.
• Cigafft/~
Marktt'
' d c·L • f.J
• fll~ma
. . Rt')Mml>ocummtsDtlali
'" unt ar nrwrrn, WASH. PosT, Jan. IS, t 998, 01 AOI.

62. Fischer. sr<pro n<JCe 60 (citations omiued).
63. John P. Pierce et al T~co Jut ·
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as 14 years old.... The 81 documents contrnsl sharply with the
company's repeated public declarations that it does not truget yoong
people, coUectively sketching a picture of a company that seemed decades
ago to detennine that its fmancial future depended on recruiting a new
generation of smokers. Many of the documents outline RJR's thinking that
led up to the 1988 launch of its controversial Joe Camel cartoon
advertising campaign ...
Thus, the criticized researcher was proven correct, and the vested
interest company that attacked him was apparently seeking to discredit
research findings that some individuals in that company must have known
to have merit
The Needleman and Fischer experiences are hardly unique, as the
fmancial incent.ives to interest groups for such attacks on researchers are
large. As recently noted by Dr. Richard A. Deyo in the New Englond

Joumol ofMedicine:
Attacks on health researchers are not new. Pierre Louis. for example,
was vilified nearly two centuries ago for suggesting that bloodletting was
an ineffectual therapy. In an open society such as ours, controversy is
comroon and often socially useful. The fact that scientists are sometimes
challenged by special-interest groups should be no surprise. However,
with widening media coverage of health research, growing public interest
in health ha2ards, and expanding research on the outcomes of clinical care.
such attacks may become more frequent and acrimonious. The huge
financial implications of many research studies invite vigorous attack.65
Dr. Deyo and colleagues go on to discuss three cases in other disciplines
illustrating "how viruperative such attacks may be and the range of tactics
employed," including:
spinal-fusion surgery, multiple chemical
sensitivity, and pharmaceuticals.66 The authors conclude that:
The common theme in these examples is an attack---4hroogh marketing,
professional, media, legal, administrative, or political channels-<>n
scientifiC results that ran counter to financial interests and strong beUefs. In
each case, funding for the research involved peer review and the offending
results were published in peer-reviewed journals. The interested parties
had financial stakes in maintaining their market share or the legitimacy of a
model of illness or a particular treattnent. Their responses, which bypassed peer-reviewed scientifiC debale and further research. were
nonscientific and ai.med at discrediting the fmdings, investigators, or
funding agencies. In each case, the attacks intimidated investigators,
discouraged others from taking up the same lines of investigation. and took
64.

Mintz & Troy. supm note 61. at AOI.

Richard A. Deyo et II., 1M MUS<ngu Undtr lottDck-lntinoidaliM of R~<r:
bySpn:ioJ./nt<rest G""'Ps.336 NtwENG. J. Mm. 1176 (1997).
66. ld. at t i76-77.
65.
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up the time of investigators and staff with legal, professional, and media
responses. . . . The intent is to tum the tables on claimants. foroe them
from a political to a judicial forum. and C8SI them as defendants. ... In our
cases, freedollH>f-information requests, subpoenas, and complaints to the
OffiCe of Research Integrity were analogous to SLAPP [strategic lawsuits
againsl public participation] suits.61
Thus. policies as democratic and important as the Freedom of
Information Act requirements can be subvened and employed as
mechanisms for vested interests to "attack the messenger'' when the
~e is financially ~ politically unwelcome to the interest group
mvolved. It seems mevuable that. the same things would have happened
with Representative Aderholt's "Sunshine" amendment, despite its weU
intentioned goal.s.
Therefore, while there may be the initial benefit to researchers'
credibility.if they are wiUing to release all their underlying health data,
past expenence teUs us that interest groups with a financial stake in the
research outcome will likely be the primary user of that released data.
These interest groups may use the data in order to funher their own
in~ irrespective of the merits of the original research, with little
publtc health assessment benefit, and with the potential of significant
public health disbenefil if appropriate public health measures are delayed
by such tactics.

B.

Confidentiality of Participa111 Medical Records

In March and April of 1997, as the pressure grew on the Harvard
Sc~ool of Public Health researchers to address the industry demands for
their data, stones .ap~d in the Wall Street Journal and the Boston
Globe on the tOpic. In the Wall Streel Joumal anicle, one of the
researchers pointed out that "giving up this data in violation of our
agreements would completely criP,&le our ability to go out and do
epidemiological st.udics of any type.'
Similarly, in the preamble of the Federal Register promulgation of
the new PM standard, the EPA also pointed out that:
such data are often the propeny of scientific investigators and are often 1101
readily available because of . . . arrangements made to maintain
~onl'identinlity regarding personal health status and lifestyle information of
IndiVIduals mcluded in such data. Without provisions of confidentiality,

67.
68.
69.

/d. • t t 177·78.
Su fOURleS cited"'~'"' no<e 46.
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the possibili~ of conducting such studies could be severely

compromised.
Thus, the mandated release of health data collected in confidence
during a research study, as proposed durin~ ~ 105th Congress, ~ld
fon:e researcher.; to violate the confidentiality agreementS made _w•th
study panicipaotS at the start of the research year.; before. Reuospecuvely
obtaining each subject's pennission to release those data could be an
onerous task, and may not be possible at all, in those cases ~here the
subject has since died without designating re_spo~sible ~xt-of-kin.
Moreover, when conducting new studieS, mvesugator.; would have
to tell subjects that their data would be publicly a~aila~~c at the end_ of the
study, which could severely hamper researchers ab1hty to recnnt new
study populations. Thus, even if such data release mandates were to be
applied only to new studies, one effect of the proposed data release
mandate would be to stifle new research cffons funded by the federal
govemmenl
Ironically, these data release requirements would not. apply_ to
privately funded research, such as that funded by regulated mdustnes,
who have been among the most reticent in the past to make all of therr
private research data available to others. This bias in ~ data ~lease
requirement would be as unjusti~ed as the P.~nt requirements m_the
House of Representatives that Witnesses tesufymg before a comrruttee
must reveal their past government funding, but need not reveal past
funding by interest groups that may have a vested interest in the outco~e
of the hearing." Thus. under proposals such as Representao.ve
Aderholt's, vested interest groups will still be free to selectJvely pubhsh
research that suppons their positions, while only _government fundc:d
research will be encumbered by the data release requirementS that, as w1ll
be shown below, will hamper its ability to expeditiously obtain research
independent of special interest group influence upon which to base
scientific assessments of health risks.
In light of these important concerns, and to at least pani~y offset
the onerous effects of such a data release mandate. it seems poss1ble that
Congress might instead set up a new governmental agency, or assign an
existing agency, with the task of collecting the data from researcher.;, and
then releasing it to qualified parties on a limited basis, in order to at ~east
partially protect the privacy rights of individuals. Fo~ :xample, th1s IS
presently done by the National Center for Health Stausucs (NCHS) for
70. S<• Nillional Ambient Air ~alily Standards for l'lllticulotc Millter. 62 Fed. Reg.
38,652. 38.689 (1997) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. S 1).
71. See Rules for 1he Comm. on Commerce: Rule 4(bX2). 143 CONG. R£.c. H368-0 I.
H369 (1997).
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certain proprietary death certificate information, such as the date of
death.72 However, such a proposal for government control of data
releases would raise the question of who is more appropriate to make
decisions about sharing original research data: the individuals who
collected it and were given permission to access the personal information
by the subjects in question, or a government bureaucracy?
C.

Intellectual Ownership Rights

A scientific data set often represents years of effon by a researcher
and his or her colleagues, including: the conception of a research idea;
the preparation of a research proposal for submission to a granting
agency; obtaining institutional scientific Internal Review Board (IRB)
approval to ethically collect the data; obtaining permission from each
study participant; the collection, quality assurance, and statistical analysis
of the data; and the preparation of repons documenting the work in the
peer-reviewed literature. Usually, more than one publication results from
a single data set, as there are multiple aspects of a data set that can be
investigated. In the case of the Harvard Six Cities Studies, more than 100
research publications have resulted from this single data set. Oftentimes,
funher funding for support from agencies is obtained to investigate the
many other scientific aspects of the data records. If the data were released
after the first public use, then other.; could use the data to seek that
funding to analyze and publish these further findings before the original
researchers. In the case of the Six Cities Studies, the numerous
publications and hundreds of thousands of dollars in research moneys that
the researchers have accumulated for their institutions could have been
lost to other competing researchers and institutions eager to get their
hands on lhe Harvard data sets. Thus, a mandated "taking" of a data set
from an original investigator shortly after the first public presentation of
res~ Its from the study, as proposed 10 the I05th Congress.' and making it
avatlable to other.; for free, could represent a major loss, professionally
and financially, to that investigator and his or her research institution.
If research is funded by a federal grant, does the government
mai~tain any rights to demand access to those data beyond its rights to
~n data sets collected without federal funding? Congressman Brown,
m h1s lener to the House Comminee on Appropriations at the time of the
Aderholt amendment, discussed this issue.

72. , St~ Nndonal Center for Health Statistics, Cc:mers for Disease Control Wld Prevention
OllSt modified Mar. 3. 1998) <hllp://www,cdc.gov/nchswww/indcx,htm>.
73,
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[l)t is i~tto undenWid lhalthe feder.ll go,-emment usually suppons
research through grants. not through coo1111Cts. The diStinction is
signif!Calll. The pwpose of a grant is to support oc- Sti!Tillate activity whi<:b
$Cl'VC$ the public good. such as the incn:asc P
diffusion of scicntifIC
knowledge. Unlike a contt:ICt. a grant does not pwcbase the~ of the
grantee's wock. (See Governmenl Accounting Offoce, Principles of
Fedual Appropriation Law (2d &l) patp 1().3through 1().10.)
For this reason. it bas uaditionally been undentood that rese=bers
n:cei,ing fedc:rnl grants nevertheless ICiain signif!Calll pcopcny inten::sts in
their rese=h. Congess bas explicitly re<:<>g~~il'#l Md e'-en recently
expllllded those property rights. For example, grantees have the right to
copyright documents they produoe wilh grant support. and can own and
~tent intA:IIectual propeny created under !be pt. (See Office of
Management and Budget Circular A· I IO.) Justi3St )'W. Congress passed
the National Technology Tronsfer and Advancement Act of 1995 (P.L.
104-113), which expanded !be rightS of persons receiving federal resc:ueh
support to own and tic::ense intellectual property created wilh fodernl
support."
Thus. the government apparently has no more right to irtsist that
researchers who ha'-e oolleeted scientific data as pan of a federally
funded grant release their data lhan it has to make the same demands of
private industry funded research. As a result. any such mandates for the
public release of data sets underl)ing published research results should
npply equally to bolh industry and government funded resc=h. and
should be viewed as a "taking'' of propeny from those investigators.

D.

Effter on Scientific Progross

The proposed mand3te to require row data rclensc upon first public
use of results from those data. al!bough aimed at advancing scientific
knowledge, would undoubtedly have the reverse effect in many ways. As
previously noted. a researcher in the Sbt Cities Studies. Dr. Douglas
Dockery. pointed out in a Wall Stroet Jourwl article that viol:lling their
subject 11grtemcnts would cripple their ability to do new epidemiological
studies., P01ential subjects would be less likely to participate in research
where their personal medical data will be made public. ln addition, Dr.
Joel Schwartz. another Six Cities data researcher. also n01ed in that same
anicle that "(n)o epidemiologiSt can afford to be buried in so much time·
oonsuming controversy for every study, yet that is what industry promises
for e'-ery <1313 set they get their hands on."" Dr. Needleman's experience
74.
7S.
76.
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is confirmation of the real-world potential for a realization of Dr.
Sehwartt's concerns. 1n addition, there would likely be a reluctance on
the part of resc=hers to publicly release any research rc5ults from a
study until .all possible ~ opportunities arc exh~ed. if they must
release the1r data after doing so. FIJiallCial oortsiderations would likely
ertsure th~ ~ fi~t ~mpleted results from a data set might well be used
solely as JUSUfiCatlon m subsequent grant appli~ons for further funding
t:llher than .expeditiously published. and would therefore n01 be availabl~
to the pubhc. the research community. or regulatory agencies until years
later. when all .further research avenues had been exhausted. 1n other
words, ~ n;q~~rernents for pu~lic release of data would have the overall
e~ect of mh•b•ung, not_ en.h~cmg, scientific progress Md would thereby
~so have the c:ff~'Ct of mh1b11mg govemmcntnl agencies from being fu lly
mformcd about the most U)>'to-dllte swe of scientific knowledge when
making regul:llory decisions.

E.

Unfimded Mandates

Among the less politically popular things that Congress can do is to
or a requirement for individuals to do
things Without prov1ding any fmancial suppon to address these new
requirements-which is exactly what these data release mandates
rcprescn!. . As n01~ in Represenwive Brown's letter to the
Appropnllllons Comnuttce:
~ A_~t llmetldment would impose a signifocant unfunded mandate
on ind1~ ~and universities-including SUite universities. To
comply. umvcrs•t•es would have to m:Untain u centr.ll repository of all of
the raw~ produ<led by all of its federally.supponod n:searchers, respond
to all _PUbloc n:qu~ for doc:umentS at its own COSt. and review all of the
mat~ before disclosure for potenlial legal liability for disclosure of
sensth\'e personal or business information.n

•

~pose ~ ''llnfun~ ~·"

F.

A~ Exisring Mechanisms Sufficient?

Cenainly important among the issues raised by data release
mandates .is the .questi~ as to whether the scope of the "solution..
advanced 1s oonststent. wtth the "problem.. it proposes to address. As
swed _by Reprcscntau,·e Brown in his letter to the Appropn' :llions
Comnuttce:
Before "-e impose these costly burdens. we ought to ask oursch-es what is
!be problem? As the ranlcjng minority Member of the Science Comntittee.
77.

a,...., Lct1<1, '"~'"'note tO.
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am unaware that there is any general problem with fcdernlly-funded

scientists failing to publish research results in public. peer-reviewed
journals. I suspeet that federally-funded scientists are no different than
their colleagues in wanting to publish their work in respected scientific
journals and to have a \vide disuibution of their research resuliS.
Nor am I aware that there is a general concern about the integrity of
federally-funded research. The peer-review process. while 1101 perfect,
does a po-euy good job of weeding out flawed research. In that regard.
requirin~ the mandatory disc.losure of raw research data would be
overl<ill. 8
Indeed, of the roughly 28,000 biomedical articles published each
year by researchers in the United States,79 only a small percentage have
leiters wriuen to the journal editor about them, and only a handful of
those are controversial enough to warrant requesting their data for
reanalysis. Clearly, the requiring of tens of thousands of researchers to
prepare their data in a form appropriate for public release and the setting
up of a bureaucracy (or bureaucracies) to handle these data and their
dissemination is regulatory overkill for a perceived problem involving
such a very small percentage of these researchers.
Thus. there is no pervasive scientific credibility problem in
federally-funded research that justifies the global mandates called for in
Congress during 1997. A focused approach would seem much more
commensurate with the scale of the perceived problem.
But what about those specific cases in which real scientific
controversy does exist? Representative Brown, in his lener to the
Appropriations Comminee, goes on to address this point, stating:
There may, of course, be isolated instances where there are problems ....
Those instances need to be addressed on a case-by-case basis to ensure the
careful consideration of all factors, including the confidentiality of patient
and medical records. Agencies have adequate existing legal authority to
obtain research results and data for federal purposes in such instances.
There is no need for the sweeping across.-the-board approach proposed in
the Aderholt amendment.10
Available mechanisms used in the past to address specific concerns
include an evaluation of the data integrity by a disinterested third pany.
In the case of the Harvard study data setS, even though there were no
charges of any scientific misconduct, the HE! has again stepped in to

78.

/d.

79. See Nationlll Science Board. Sci01c< and Engineering/111/icmors ( 1996) (visited Moy
28. 1998} <lutp://www.nsr.govJsb</sr>lseind96JSIAJ1.htm>.
80. Brown Letter. supro note 10.
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~dress d~mands for a reexamination of the data and itS analysis." HEI
will provtde a neutral party to evaluate the scientific integrity of the data
~ the research that led to the important Six Cities Studies finding,
wtthout the need for the Harvard researchers to make their data publicly
available.
In cases where scientific controversy surrounds a published research
document that an Administrator has relied upon in making a regulatory
ruling, the courts also provide an existing avenue to address concerns. A
comprehensive di.scu~s_ion of the legal precedentS surrounding the issue of
research data avaJiab1h~y- IS presented by the EPA in the preamble to the
recent PM standard rev1s1on. One example where the courts interceded in
the process is provided in Endangered Species Committee v. Babbi1f'
(Gnatcalcher), which involved the range of the coastal California
gnatcatcher. In its Final Rule of the Particulate Matter NAAQS, the EPA
stated that:
the G_Mtcmcher opini~ ~tself nOICS, "courts have generally allowed
agenclCS to rely on scoentifoc reporiS." Thus, the question at issue in
GnotCDtch~r was whether speeific circuJmlances exist in which an agency
ll_l'IY 1101 be entitled t~ rely on studies alone. In the GnotCDJch~r case, a
~gle ~ ~ published rwo directly contradictory studies on the same
ISSUe, while relymg on the same data. In light of this clear contradiction
conu:oenters in that rulem:aJ<ing argued that without the underlying data i;
was 1IT1p0SS1ble to deterrrune whether the conclusions in either study were
cotTCCt. The disuict coun noted that:
''The Secretary had before him a repon by an author who, two years
the s~ data and come to an opposite conclusion. It
ts the d1spu!ed ~arure of thts repon that distinguishes this from other cases
where a sc1enttfic repon alone has been considered sufficient for ESA
~fore had analyzed

purposes."
... _Thus. accordin~ to _the coun: "While courts have generally allowed
agenetes to rely on scoentifoc reporiS • • • this is 1101 sufficient in this case
because the report itself is under serious question.'..,
. In this case, the coun concluded that, in the specific situation in
whi~h the autJ_tor published conflicting resultS, the data should be made
pu~~c, and th.ts was required of the Department of the Interior." This
opm.ton appears to suppon the EPA's position in issuing the new PM15
:~· S.. gmerolly Hadley Letter, supra no<e 38.
AJrQu.illty~~!:!,tT,· 3!_~1?·0-C. Ml994) lbereinafter Gnatrotcher] (cited in Nationlll Ambient
• or ,~wo~c;u ate . lltt..-. 62 Fed. Reg. 38.652. 38.692(1997)).
83. S<e Nlltlonal Ambtent Air Quality Standards for Paniwlate Matter 62 F
38.652, 38.692 (1997) (quodng Gnarcorcher, 852 F. Supp. at 37).
'
ed. Reg.
84.
Glllltcotcl><r. 1152 F. Supp. at 43.
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standaro. that only in extreme cases is the review of raw scientific data
warranted&S Clearly. the coons provide a working and viable mechanism
to address concerns about scientific research in those situations.
Thus, there does not appear to be a pervasive problem with the
integrity of peer review literature results that calls out for the type of
regulatory intervention being proposed on Capitol Hill. Moreover, in the
rare cases in which the integrity of peer reviewed published research is
c.redibly questioned, not just because the results are undesirable to vested
interests, there are existing mechanisms in place to address and resolve
those coocems.
IV.

DISCUSSION AND REcOMMENDATIONS

Overall, it should be apparent from the considerations presented that
the recent proposal to mandate the immediate and unrestricted release of
raw health research data underlying federally-funded medical and public
health research is an overly heavy-handed and burdensome solution to the
infrequent problems that arise regarding limitations in access to published
research data. Moreover, such an unrestricted data-release policy has the
major drawback that it will undoubtedly worsen the very real and serious
present-day problem of unwarranted attacks on scientists and physicians
who publish research with conclusions that run counter to vested interests.
Qualified researchers who have published research results
potentially damaging to vested interests have come under intensive
attacks in the media through the initiation of scientific misconduct
charges, via legal actions, and by the influencing of government agencies
to demand specific studies' data release. Many of these attacks have
come even when no scientific misconduct is suspected. These researchers
have generally been ill-prepared to defend themselves. The attacks cause
them to spend a great deal of time and money in defense of charges
initiated or encouraged by vested interest groups having far "deeper
pockets" and significant financial incentives to relentlessly pursue the
attacks. The result is extremely detrimental to the scientists involved,
both financially and professionally, and in one case documented here, has
actually caused a researcher to leave the field of health research, despite
the fact that the substance of his research results were later confirmed by
others.16 It may also have slowed the speed at which regulators took
action in the cases where scientific integrity was questioned. A data
release mandate would provide vested interest groups with even more
"fodder" with which to attack the research upon which federal regulations
85.
86.

Su suprtllext o<companying note 45.
Su supro text accompanying nOtes 59·61.
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unfavorable to their financial interests are based. Thus, in addition to
slowing scientific progress, the legal and financial burdens on research
institutions, and the undermining of research subject privacy, it seems
very clear that a mandate to release the underlying data behind all
published, federally-funded research would greatly exacerbate the
problem of unwarranted attacks on researchers.
However, in the face of inevitable, future, contentious public policy
debates, how can we best ensure that the important processes of
information exchange, data-sharing, and validation of results are carried
out ~ith?'ll. unwittingly making the affected researchers the target of
unfrur cnuc1sm and harassment by vested interests? Clearly, to avoid
being onerous, any solution involving data release by researchers must be
focused specifically on the critical issues and results, rather than a global
release of all raw data. The solution will also need to provide a structured
framework for the conscientious handling of data transfer, protection, and
evaluatio~- This might i~volv~ the designation of rules and funding for
the estabhsh~nt of a dehberauve entity to serve the role played so well
by the HEI m the case of the Harvard air pollution research results.
Perhaps the National Academy of Sciences could be funded to provide a
forum f~r the design ~nd i~plementation of such a deliberati ve body.
The key mtcrested pan1es w1ll need to be involved, or at least considered
in designing such a mechanism, including: the scientists ancl/o;
physicians conducting the research; the editors of the journals that publish
~h ~h; the potentially affected vested interest groups and
mdus~es; and the governmental agencies involved in promulgating
regulauons based upon the research.
The editors of the various scientific journals that publish this
~h have an especially important responsibility to play a larger role
~n setting up a mechanism to address this issue. To date, the role of these
JOU~s has largely been limited to having scientific papers carefully
rev1ewed .before ~blicatio.n: rejecting inadequate papers, and/or passing
along maJor and mmor rev1s1ons suggested by scientific reviewers. After
that, the journals b~ic~lly "wash their hands" of any subsequent
pr??l~f!lS, merely pubhshmg any ~ubstantive letters sent in to the journal
cnuc1.tmg a published paper. This seems an inadequate role in today's
world of scientific debate in which the stakes can be so high, and in which
~hers largely are left to fend for themselves, many times not even
bem~ supported by .their own research institutions. Once a journal
publishes an arucle, 11 must shoulder a responsibility for that work that
goes beyond the mere publishing of letters to the editor and their
respon~s. The New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) has taken an
aggress1ve stand on the ISSue of editorial writers and potential financial
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conflicts of interest." However, the NEJM has not yet "weighed in" on
the issue of the independent evaluation of the scientific merits of already
published research, even though it published a controversial air pollution
study by Dr. Douglas Dockery et al.88 Prominent journals, such as the
NEJM, should consider setting up a review panel comprised of
representatives. such as the editors from each journal, that would organize
a second, more extensive, peer-review of especially controversial papers.
This might be analogous to the Committee on Publication Ethics recently
set up by editors of prominent British journals such as the British M edical
Journal and Lancet." Through a scientific journal "court of appeals."
expeditious and fair re-reviews of contentious results might be conducted.
Whether these suggestions are followed, or some alternative
mechanism is adopted, it seems imperative that the scientific journals and
the scientific community "face-up" to the issues of peer-reviewed and
published research method evaluation and data access. Otherwise,
Congress may in fact take it upon itself to impose a remedy that will
likely be far worse for science and policy-making than the perceived
problem it proposes to cure.
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